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ONE  OMEN  AND  MANY  QUESTIONS-

THE OMEN OF IBBI-SIN

1: Ibbi-SIN = The accepted translation is 'god SIN has called'.

2: Elam was the shadow of Mesopotamia- a kingdom to the East with Susa

for capital, its language was different, but its culture was very close to the

Babylonian one.   Now its territory is in present day Iran.

3: An elegy- one of the best in Sumerian poetry- was composed about this

event:  ‘Lament for the Destruction of Ur’

4: EAE.  The sacred book of the Babylonian priests of the sky, a collection of

7,000 omina.

5: ACh. = ‘L’Astrologie Chaldeenne’, Virolleaud Ch. (1908-1912), Paris.

This edition is unfortunately only in cuneiform and normalized akkadian text.  The

first world war prevented the plans of Virolleaud to make a translation in French.

6: ‘MUL.APIN’, H. Hunger and D. Pingree, 1989, Archiv fuer

OrientForschung, BeiHeft 24, Austria, Horn.  As in almost all other modern works,

no cuneiform original text is given here which is a big pity !

7: ‘Mesopotamian Astrology’, 1995, Museum Tusculanum Press,Copenhagen

8: ‘Planetarium Babylonicum’, Rom, 1950

9:   E. Weidner in MAOG 4, pages 231, 236;  MAOG = Mitteilungen der Altorien. Gesellschaft
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The omen of the unfortunate Sumerian king Ibbi-Sin 1 is as famous

as the king himself !  He was the last of the kings of the UR III dynasty.

Around 2004 BC he was taken prisoner in a cage to Elam 2, his city

destroyed, his people killed.  This was the end of the great Sumerian em-

pires !  They were never to rise again.  The sumerians lamented for several

centuries- until they completely died out- the demise of their last fortress 3!

Amazingly, the pivotal event was recorded in a celestial omen.

It is found in 3 places in Enuma Anu Enlil (EAE) 4.  In the version

edited by Virolleaud 5 these 3 places are in:

1:  2nd Supplement, Ishtar 67:10       2:  Sin 19:4           3:  Ishtar 21:12

It is also found in MUL.APIN 6 in Tablet II, IV:5

So far I have found 1 cuneiform ‘original’, 3 translations and 4

transliterations of the omen.  The ‘original’ is in Virolleaud 5.  The 3 transla-

tions belong to:  1:  U. Koch-Westenholz 7;  2:  P. Goessman 8 and

3:  H. Hunger 6.   The 4 transliterations are made by:

1:  U. Koch-Westenholz 7;  2:  Virolleaud 5 ;  3:  H. Hunger 6 and

4:  E. Weidner.   E. Weidner must have also probably translated this omen,

but I do not have his publication 9.



We should note here that this is AKKADIAN normalized text as

they used to do in the begin of the 20th century.  All Sumerograms (in

capital letters in Westenholz and Hunger) are tranformed here into their

akkadian equivalents.

So, pana-shu shaknunu in the end of the first row of Virolleaud is

the same as IGI.shu
2
 GAR-nu...

So also shamee = AN-e  and  sharu = IM from the second row.
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In the end, if we transform the normalization in Akkadian given by

Virolleaud back into a text with Sumerograms (as the texts of Hunger and

Westenholz ), we will see that the version of Virolleaud is actually not very

different from the transliterations of Hunger and Westenholz, but in one

very crucial place...

We will give now the transliteration in Latin letters of the cunei-

form text of the omen and then its translation.  Before you start reading, I

may suggest that you go through my article with  instructions titled 'How to

Read Babylonian Omina'.  Now, the transliterations:

Koch-Westenholz, page 35 footnote 1

(the pages here are from the books in the footnotes on the previous page) :

DISH   MUL.SHUDUN ina E
3
-shu

2
 ana dUTU.E

3
.A  IGI.MESH.shu

2

GAR-nu IGI  AN-e IGI.BAR-ma IM mim-ma NU i-zi-qa SU.KU
2
 GAR-an

BALA NAM.GILIM.MA sha
2
 i-bi

2
-d30 LUGAL URI

5
.KI

ka-mu-us-su ana an-sha
4
-anki  DU-ku i-bak-ku-u

2
.

DISH   MUL SHUDUN ina E
3
-shu

2
 ana dUTU.TU.TU  IGI.shu

2

GAR-nu IGI  AN-e IGI.BAR-ma IM mim-ma la i-zi-iq  SU.KU
2
 GAR-an

BAL  NAM.GILIM.MA sha
2
 i-bi

2
-dSin LUGAL  SHESH.UNUG.KI sha

2

 ka-mu-us-su ana an-sha-anki  DU-ku ERIN-shu EGIR-shu i-bak-ku-u
2

 KIMIN i-ma-aq-qu-tu.

Virolleaud in 2nd Supplement, Ishtar 67:10:

H. Hunger, page 120

GAN-SHUDUN ina atsi-shu ana ereb il-Shamshi pana-shu shaknu-nu

pan shame-e SHI-BAR-ma sharu mimma la iziqa-qa

hushahu  ishshakan-an  pali  shahluqti

sha I-bil-il-Sin  shar  Uru-ki

ka-mu-us-su  ana  An-sha-an-ki  illaku-ku

i-bak-ku-u   u   i-ma-qu-tu
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The transliteration-normalization of Weidner, I found in his

personal archive in the Library of the Oriental Institute in Vienna.  It was

typed on a sheet of paper and put between the pages of his personal copies

of Virolleaud's EAE booklets.  It was almost the same as that of Virolleaud.

On the top of the page was typed:  'ACh Ishtar XXI und 2. Suppl. LXXIII

(neu zusammengestellt)  Obvers'  which says that Weidner has combined

several omina from Virolleaud in order to come up with his result.

E. Weidner:

- mul SHUDUN ina atsi-shu
2
 ana ereb shamshi panu-shu

2
 shaknu nu

pan shame tapallas-ma sharu mimma la iziqa qa

hushahhu ishshakan an palu shahlukti amut ut  i-bi-dsin shar uri ki kamus-su

ana an-sha-an ki illaku ku i-bak-ku-u
2
 KI-MINA i-ma-qu-tu.

(here 'ts' = s with a dot below and 'sh' = s with the check-sign above).

Now we come to the translations which are all different:

Koch-Westenholz:

If the Yoke Star in its appearance faces towards the west , you watch the

whole sky, and if no wind stirs: there will be famine, a disastrous reign.  (It

is an omen) of Ibbi-Sin, king of Ur, who went to Elam in captivity, weeping.

H. Hunger:

If the Yoke is turned towards sunrise (?) when it comes out and faces the

front of the sky, and no wind blows: there will be famine, the dynasty will

disappear; omen of Ibbi-Sin, king of Ur, who went in fetters to Anshan;

after him his people weep, variant: fall.

P. Goessmann,
page 211, article about SHUDUN (in German):

Wenn das Jochgestirn bei seinem Aufgang ostwaerts gerichtet ist, bei
Tag sichtbar ist und kein Wind weht, wird Not sein; die Regierung wird

untergehen. Translation in English:

If the Yoke star in its appearance is turned toward the East, (and) is seen by

daylight and no wind blows, there will be need, the government will fall.

If the Yoke Star in its appearance faces towards the west , you watch in

front of the sky, and if no wind blows: there will be famine, destruction of

the dynasty.  Omen of Ibbi-Sin, king of Ur, ( he and his people) went in

fetters to Elam, weeping , variant: falling

If we translate the normalization of Weidner, it would be like:
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The translation of Virolleaud's normalization  would be almost the same as

that of Weidner..

There are two points that are contested among the mentioned authors:

1: whether the Yoke is turned toward

the East (sunrise)- or the West (sunset)-

Virolleaud , Weidner and Koch-Westenholz in her translation,

 say that it is turned to the West.

Hunger, Goessmann and Koch-Westenholz in her transliteration (!!),

 say it is toward the East !

2: how to translate the 'IGI AN-e IGI.BAR-ma' part of the text.

It seems that everyone has his/her own theory about this !

Koch-Westenholz:  you watch the whole sky;

Hunger:   and faces the front of the sky;

Goessmann :  is seen by daylight;

Weidner (my translation of his normalization):  you watch in front of the sky.

What concerns the first point, it seems very clear that here is meant the

SUNSET (the West).  In Virolleaud's EAE (ACh), SIN 19:4 and  Ishtar 21:12,

the original cuneiform is = dUTU.SHU
2
.A = sunset.

So, Virolleaud correctly normalizes it to 'ereb shamshi' in contrast to

Westenholz and Hunger.  This is the crucial difference between them.

In ACh, Suppl. 2, Ishtar 67:10, the last 2 signs are not well preserved

The second problem in the translation is much more interesting and

tough.

IGI  AN - e   IGI.BAR-ma

Since the AN-e is in genitive, the IGI in front of it has to be the

akkadian preposition 'panu'  meaning 'in front'- both in space and in time.

IGI can mean also 'first', 'superiour'.

The IGI.BAR is coming directly from Sumerian, meaning 'to see'

and is often used to designate the N-root (IV conjugation) of the akkadian

verb apalu.  The N- root conveys usually (but not always) a passive mean-

ing and could be translated both, as 'to see' and as 'to be seen' and most

probably could be transformed in the akkadian ippallas (N-form) = 'is seen',

'sees'.  This interpretation is strenghtened by the fact that the last syllable

'ma' can be read also as 'as' and in this case there is a play of several syllabic

readings.  'Ma' means 'and', but 'as' can be regarded as a phonetic comple-

ment to ippallas.  In the end the akkadian normalization will read

'panu shame ippallas-as / ma' =

'It (the Yoke Star) is seen  first (alone) in the sky...'
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The Babylonians regarded the stars, the Sun, the Moon and the

planets as living gods (living supernatural beings) and it was natural for

these gods to have face and eyes and to watch in this or that direction...

Now we come to the most important part of the astronomical

interpretation of the omen.  Which star is the Yoke Star ?  What means 'to

have its face turned to the sunset' ?  In short-  what is the astronomical

meaning of the whole omen ?

Which star is mul SHUDUN (akk. kakkab Niru)?

The 'Planetarium Babylonicum' of Goessmann lists, on page 210, all pos-

sible identifications:   the constellation Bootes, the star Arcturus, Jupiter,

Mars, Mercury...

THE  NAME  OF  THE  KING

Ibbi-SIN = The accepted translation is 'god SIN has called',

deducing it from the akkadian verb nabum = to name, to

call, to decree.    On the left is the name of the king from a

seal impression.

In transliteration it is:   dingir I.BI
2
 dingirEN.ZU.

By dingirEN.ZU  is meant the Moon God, coming from EN.ZU

= the growing (wise)[zu]  lord [en].   ( I.BI
2 

though can be

read in a Sumerian dialect also as IGI meaning 'eye' ad 'see')

The 'dingir' in front of the name applies to the king

himself who was regarded as a god himself.

From a cylinder seal.    IBBI-SIN is portrayed sitting
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We can find out easily what is the Yoke Star standing for, by

checking the texts around the 3 places in ACh (Virolleaud's EAE = 'Enuma

Anu Enlil') where the omen can be found.

The key is in Ishtar 21.    The section begins as follows:

DISH   MUL SHUDUN ina E
3
-shu

2
 sha

2
-qu-um ma it.... BURU KUR ish-shub

3

MUL SHUDUN = dingir SAG..........

If the Yoke Star in its rise is high .....the harvest of the land will prosper

Yoke Star = god JUP...    Without doubt, we should reconstruct the missing

syllables as MUL SHUDUN = dingir SAG.ME.GAR  or Yoke Star = JUPITER.

More than that !  In the same section, after the omen of Ibbi-Sin given

in lines 12-13, we have in line 14 a detailed explanation of the omen !

12

14

It is known that IGI.ME ( IGI.LA
2 
) is one of the terms used for

Heliacal Rise.   And now we have not only explanation of what is meant by the

name 'Yoke Star' but also of the total astronomical meaning of the omen:
dingir SAG.ME.GAR  ina IGI.ME-shu

2
 AN.TA -qu (shaqu-qu)  =

Jupiter in its Heliacal Rise is high....

dingir SAG.ME.GAR  ina IGI.ME-shu
2
 AN.TA -ku (shaqu-qu)

This is confirmed by the fact that in line 8, the cuneiform on the left

Here we can note that according to the explanation in line 14 the cunei group of signs:

Here AN.TA means in Sumerian towards  (TA)

the sky (AN).  "-qu" is phonetic complement.

means           (AN.TA-qu)   'to be high'

 to  godSun.set    face-its (is) turned

anadUTU.SHU
2
.A IGI-shu

2
 GAR-nu

is interpreted  in line 10 as

 'to be  low'  (KI.TA-qu)

Here KI.TA means in Sumerian towards  (TA)

the earth  (KI).  "-qu" is phonetic complement.

ana   dUTU.  E
3
    IGI-shu

2
 GAR-nu

 to  godSun.rise    face-its (is) turned



       i  -  bak - ku  - u
2

      KIMIN i   -   ma   -   qu   -    tu.

DISH   GAN SHUDUN  ina  E
3
- shu

2
 ana   dUTU.(SHU

2
.A)           IGI-shu

2
        GAR-nu

      IGI     AN -e      IGI. BAR- ma          IM    mim-ma    la          RI  -     qa
    first  in  the sky   is seen     and        wind      none                 stirs

       SU  .   KU
2
     GAR-an      BAL     NAM   .  GILIM  .   MA

         famine      will be          the dynasty        destruction (of)

    sha
2
    i    -    bi

2    
-   dingir   Sin        LUGAL  SHESH.UNUG  . KI

 which (omen is of)    IBBI-SIN       king  (of)         UR

       ka  -  mu  -   us   -   su       ana   an  - sha
4
  -  an     ki        DU    -      ku

                 bound to         ELAM went

                 wept       variant fell

shumma mul SHUDUN ina tsitu-shu ana ereb shamshi panu-shu shaknu

panu shame ippallas ma sharu mimma la iziqa

hushahhu ishshakan palu shahlukti

sha  Ibbi-Sin shar uri

kamusu ana anshan illaku ibaku kimin imaqutu.

And here is the normalization in Akkadian and its translation in English:

If Jupiter in his Heliacal Rise is high,

is seen first (alone) in the sky and no wind stirs

there will be famine, destruction of the dynasty,

wich (omen was of) Ibbi-Sin, the king of Ur,

(who and his people) went to Elam in fetters, weeping variant falling.

The rest of the omen in Ishtar 21 is almost the same in Sup.2, Ishtar 67 which we will

explore next.    What is different here is the sign used for omen in the middle of line

13:            =BA
3
-ut = akkadian Amut-ut = Omen.  The interesting part is that here

the ideogram for the Moon god is used also to designate the idea 'omen' and in particular

'liver omen'.  These connections between ideas and cuneiform signs, no doubt, are

from the earliest Sumerian times.

Now, we can give here the best preseved omen of Ibbi-Sin which

can be found in ACh, Suppl. 2, Ishtar 67:10

    if    star Yoke        in    rise-its  to   godSun.set            face-its      turned
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What the astronomical part of the omen means is most probably that at

its heliacal rise  Jupiter was seen comparatevely high and when this happened it

was the only heavenly body in the sky ("first in the sky").

To be first in the sky probably also meant that no other planet came out

in the East before Jupiter, around the time of the sunrise.

In an atmosphere with mid-to-low extinction (0.20) i.e. atmosphere

with medium to good transparancy, Jupiter is seen in its Morning First heliacal

phase, at an altitude of around 2°.  "High" then would mean 3° or 4°.

When Jupiter comes up at altitude 2°, the Sun is at around 7° below

horizon.  Then when Jupiter is at 4° the Sun should be at around 5°.

If we research all heliacal rises of Jupiter at UR, 30° 53’ N / 46° 05’ E ,in the

time-frame 2001 to 2006 BC we would be able to build the following table:

YEAR   Date Visible Planets at the time of the appearance of

BC of  MF Jupiter (altitude of 4°) in its heliacal rise

2006 4  Sep. Jupiter + Moon

2005 3  Oct. Jupiter + Venus    (+ Mercury)

2004 3  Nov. Jupiter

2003 6  Dec. Jupiter + Moon    (+ Mars)

2001 11  Jan. Jupiter + Venus

Mercury and Mars in parentheses means that the planets were clearly

visible rising some time before Jupiter, but that they were already invisible

when Jupiter appeared (because of the solar light).

From the table it is evident that only year 2004 BC (-2003) satisfies the

conditions of the omen.  Here this agrees perfectly with the historical data

which shows also to that year for the destruction of Ur 3.

On the left:  The heliacal rise of

Jupiter in 2004 BC, 3 Nov. at

UR.

Jupiter is at 4° altitude

and the Sun is at -5.4° .

There is no other planet

or star visible in the sky.
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